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With a most unusual Trinity term
now concluded and a similarly alien
Michaelmas term to look forward to,
it has been a peculiar time at which
this magazine has been written,
yet one that has offered a fantastic
opportunity for insight and discussions
on historic changes affecting the
legal industry and society at large.

A special thanks to my junior editors
Arista Lai and Cameron MacDonald,
who have been a joy to work with
and without whom this magazine

not

have

been

possible.

Finally, I’d like to thank the Trinity Term
2020 executive and general committee,
and in particular the president Rehaan
Bapoo, for organising and pulling off an
entirely digital term of events so well.
						

This is apparent in the calibre of the
responses to the Trinity 2020 Essay
Competition, which has provoked
some very thoughtful, provocative
and passionate responses. Whilst
unfortunately only two could be
featured, all submissions deserve praise
for their take on a difficult question on
the challenges of digitalisation that are
still very much a novel issue, and one
which will likely continue to evolve.
I’d also like to thank Helen Mountfield
QC for her insights and views, as
well as Beanka Chiang from Clifford
Chance, and Jackie Trench and
Emma Barker from Clifford Chance
and Allen & Overy respectively.
Their
enthusiastic
participation
despite the challenges imposed by
Covid-19 is greatly appreciated.
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Interview with Helen Mountfield QC
Helen Mountfield QC is the Principal of Mansfield College, and a founding member of Matrix Chambers, the esteemed
human rights-specialist set in London. She has almost 30 years of expertise as a barrister, specialising in constitutional, human
rights, and equality law. In addition to practice, Helen is also a deputy High Court judge, a co-author of several editions of
Blackstone’s Guide to the Human Rights Act 1998, and a regular advisor on public policy. She has kindly shared her views on
the societal effects of coronavirus legislation, and the Black Lives Matter movement.
Q: In response to the escalating coronavirus situation, the UK government has implemented
legislation with immediate effect to give effect to lockdown measures. What impact do these
actions have on legal certainty and might this set a dangerous precedent for public law?
A: In a democracy governed by law, the concept that the law applies to everyone matters. That means that the law
must be clear and accessible to everyone. It is extremely unfortunate that the government has been so unclear in
the dividing lines between law and policy. For example, the Prime Minister announced on 23 March that people
‘must not’ go out, though the Coronavirus Act had not yet achieved Royal Assent. The circumstances which
amounted to a reasonable excuse were not made clear. And government guidance has also been misleading
and inaccurate in this respect. For example, Department of Communities and Local Government guidance in
March, which told returning officers that they ‘had been’ given discretion to postpone various elections, when in
fact it was intended that regulations would be made some weeks later, which gave ministers power to postpone
such elections. Likewise, ministerial statements have been unclear in explaining what is law (which people must
obey and can be punished for failing to obey), and what is guidance (which people ought to follow as good
citizens, but which is not mandatory). Lack of clarity as to what the law is leads to lack of respect for the law.
Q: The police have been given greater discretionary powers to fine and detain people for
breaking lockdown laws. Given the urgency of the situation, it is sensible policy for strong
deterrence of rule-breaking, but do you think it would put vulnerable people and minorities
at even greater risk? What kind of human rights violations do you foresee might arise?
A: The generally compliant approach to lockdown, at least initially, shows that people do understand the need
for restrictions on individual liberty (such as the right of free movement) to protect the common good. But
this falls away when there is a perception that rules are not fairly and equally applied to everyone: I do not
think it is a coincidence that respect for lockdown laws seemed to diminish after Dominic Cummings justified
his drive from London to the North East for childcare, and his trip to Barnard Castle ‘to test his eyes’. When
the law is not clear, it is more likely that members of less powerful minorities will be punished for behaviour
which more powerful people get away with, and so there will be discriminatory restriction of liberty for those
in less popular groups. The BBC reported that, in London, between 27 March and 14 May, 26% (253) of
fixed penalty notices for breach of coronavirus legislation were issued to black people, who make up 12% of
the capital’s population. Either black people are more than twice as likely to breach the law as white people
are, which seems unlikely, or there is discriminatory application of the laws. Again, I believe that people
are more likely to respect and comply with laws when they perceive them to be fairly and equally applied.
And, while people can appeal against fines if they have been wrongly imposed for behaviour which is
not unlawful; sue for wrongful arrest or false imprisonment; and complain to the police and thereafter to
the IPCC in relation to perceived race discrimination by the police, these routes are long and arduous. If
proportionately more people from black minority ethnic groups are wrongly stopped and questioned by
the police, whether or not they can or do formally complain, the harm to respect for the law and good
community relations will have been done. That is why fair application of the law matters so much.
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Q: The lockdown regulations conflict with peaceful demonstrations in the UK in support of the
Black Lives Matter movement. What balance can/should the law strike between the right to assemble and national health regulations? From a wider point of view, how are rights balanced
with public order laws when demonstrations grow violent?
Some Black Lives Matter demonstrations (and ‘Protect Statue’ demonstrations) were held during the time when
the various regulations under the Coronavirus Act had been amended, so that people no longer needed a ‘reasonable excuse’ to leave home, but there were restrictions on gatherings of more than six people from different households. So these demonstrations were probably unlawful; though when social distancing was maintained, there is at
least an argument that each individual was out protesting individually. Peaceful civil disobedience – ie. consciously
disobeying the law in order to protest at a perceived wrong – has a long and honourable tradition; those who disobey the law must accept, however, that they will pay the penalty for doing so if fined; and the police may well decide
(as they did in many cases of non-violent, socially distanced protests) that it is not in the public interest to intervene.
That is different from violent protest, and it is only peaceful assembly and expression which are protected by the law.
Q: In what ways can or should anti-discrimination laws in the UK be improved?
A: Since the Equality Act 2010 was passed, the law on equality in the UK has been pretty clear. The problem is in enforcing it. Changes have been made so that pre-action questionnaires can no longer be used
to establish facts from which the existence or not of a claim can be established; cuts to legal aid and funding for the Equality & Human Rights Commission make it much harder for people to bring claims.
We need new and clearer law governing and restricting the use of Artificial Intelligence (eg. facial recognition
technology, hiring software) in ways which discriminate. We need stronger enforcement mechanisms. But above
all, we need better understanding of equality law and its values. I would make understanding of equality law
compulsory for all law students. [•]
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CLIFFORD CHANCE:
ACROSS JURISDICTIONS
Clifford Chance is a leading Magic Circle law firm with 32 offices across 23 countries and on every
continent. I had the privilege to sit down with Beanka Chiang, a trainee solicitor from the Hong Kong
office currently on secondment to London, about her experiences in the two offices and of working at
Clifford Chance more generally.
Q: You studied in Hong Kong before coming to the UK for university. Were you always set on
returning to Hong Kong to pursue your legal career? What made you decide to choose Hong
Kong in the end?
A: I considered a few places when I was studying, namely London, Singapore and Hong Kong, and I undertook
internships in all these locations. I would strongly encourage anyone considering various locations to get some
local work experience in order to really experience what it’s like to work and live in that city. For me personally,
I really liked the work I was exposed to and the people I worked with during my vacation scheme with Clifford
Chance Hong Kong, and given I grew up in Hong Kong and can speak Mandarin and Cantonese, as well as
having familiarity with the Chinese work environment, I thought that was something I could use to my advantage.
Q: What would you say are the biggest differences between working in London and Hong
Kong, especially regarding work and social life?
A: Regarding work, the most obvious difference is the size of the respective offices. The London offices
is much bigger than the Hong Kong offices, which is already the biggest in the APAC region (at least for
Clifford Chance). Just as a ballpark figure, the London office has around 1,900 fee-earners, whereas the
Clifford Chance Hong Kong office has around 350. As a result, I find the projects and teams I have worked
on tend to be much bigger, which means as a trainee I have had the opportunity to come across a larger
variety of working styles in these teams, and is also interesting from a project-management perspective
as I was able to work on ‘mega-deals’ that are complex, high-value and span across many jurisdictions.
Conversely in Hong Kong, the teams are quite lean, which means as a trainee you can get much more
hands-on responsibility which gives you very good training. I would also note that matters in Hong Kong
tend to be staffed more regionally, meaning I get to work with a variety of colleagues from our nine offices
in the APAC region on a regular basis. Of course, this is a generalisation, as there are matters of varying
sizes that you’ll come across in both jurisdictions. In Clifford Chance especially, I find that if you want to
be more deeply involved in the matter as a junior, the resource managers and your team are almost always
happy to discuss and provide trainees with a more rounded training. The second difference as regards work
would be the clients; the clients that the London office serve are usually UK or Europe-based whereas the
Hong Kong office usually serves clients based in China or South-East Asia. That feeds into the difference
in the client business culture, which in turn impacts on the dynamic between the law firm teams and clients.
With regard to a social life, I would say both offices are equally inclusive, but there are some differences.
Because the Hong Kong office is so lean, it’s also a very tight-knit community, and it is very easy to come
across and socialise with anyone from any department. This is in contrast with London, where even
the teams within departments are already quite big, so I was pleasantly surprised by how much effort my
team put in to make me feel included. My experience is of course somewhat unusual in light of the work
from home policy in effect due to covid-19, but even so my team has regularly scheduled social calls and
check in calls to make sure I didn’t feel excluded or left out in such a big office, and even sent me brownies!
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Q: You’ve had the opportunity to work in multiple offices and jurisdictions, namely London,
Hong Kong and Beijing. How common would you say that opportunity is at Clifford Chance,
for both the London and Hong Kong side?
A: I’m going to give a typically annoying lawyer answer of ‘it depends’ [laughs]. In my experience, my
relationship with the firm is a two-way street. Everyone has their own priorities, and may value different
things and experiences in a training contract. I personally find international experience and exposure really
valuable, and I’m thrilled to have been given the opportunity to be seconded twice. But there are also other
trainees in my cohort who wanted to stay in their respective home offices throughout their training for
various reasons. So fundamentally the question of how common my experience is is besides the question,
and more rests on your objectives which I feel Clifford Chance has been very happy to accommodate.
Q: You’ve had a lot of initial exposure to the corporate practice before your current seat in
litigation. Is this common at Clifford Chance?
A: I don’t think there’s such a thing as a ‘common’ training contract experience. At Clifford Chance at least, we
don’t have to decide all our training contract seats on day one, but we are encouraged to continuously reflect in the
type of work we enjoy doing and re-evaluate our preferences and next steps in the training contract. I was assigned
to the IPO team of the corporate department as my first seat and I found that I tremendously enjoy transactional
work, but I also wanted to see what other departments were like, so I also trained with the banking & finance team
and the litigation team in London during my contract.. I did end up returning to the M&A team in the corporate
department for my third seat, but I could just as well have chosen to have more exposure to or regulatory work.
Q: For those thinking of applying to Clifford
Chance, what would your advice be?
A: This is actually quite a difficult question [laughs]. The
first thing I would say is that when I go to law fairs as part
of the Clifford Chance team, I sometimes come across
candidates who are keen to find out what a typical Clifford
Chance lawyer looks like, or what typical traits the firm is
looking for. My advice would be to be yourself (or the best
version of yourself that you can be, if you like), because
whatever lawyer you come across in graduate recruitment
events, they are ultimately just one type of lawyer amongst
many. In all the teams I worked with, there’s always a variety
of personalities, views and opinions, and that if anything
is what I think the firm really values. If you’re trying to
be someone else, people tend to see through that. Show
your advantages and strengths, but make sure it is you.
For anyone who is grappling between applying for
different offices of the Clifford Chance network, I would
say there is a high level of mobility during the training
contract or even when you become an associate, and
the skills you obtain by training in any office would
easily be transferable and applicable globally. So
definitely think about your long-term career prospects/
objectives, but bear in mind that you’re not wedded
to your home jurisdiction; opportunities are there if
you want them, which is one of the perks of working
in an international law firm with a global network.[•]
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DEMYSTIFYING ONLINE TESTS
Arista Lai (Trinity) shares her advice on tackling the various online tests that have been the bane of many an applicant, as
well as her insight from the firms who set them.

about, which you can return to edit before finishing. Below is a summary detailing the information you
are provided with, the ‘question’ or ‘proposal’ offered, and the available multiple-choice answers.
1. Inference
Provided information: short paragraph or statement which is taken to be true
Proposal: an inference drawn from the statement
Answer choices: definitely true; probably true; insufficient data; probably false; definitely false
2. Recognition of assumptions
Provided information: statement of fact
Proposal: an assumption made by the statement that must necessarily be true for the statement to be accurate
Answer choices: assumption made; assumption not made

Applying to solicitor’s firms is a long and arduous process. It begins with an application form, which is
straightforward enough, nothing you have not seen already. The next day, an email arrives in your inbox:
“Following on from your application…” No, it is not an invitation to interview after graduate recruitment
has read through your carefully crafted 250-word answers about why you want to be a City lawyer. Rather,
it is a link to an online test, which must be completed “within the next 5 working days” in order for your
application to be considered. You might be taken by surprise, and wonder if this is out of the ordinary.
Not all firms administer online tests as a part of their recruitment process. The way these tests are used is similar
to the LNAT that prospective law students take, however there is no corresponding rule of thumb: whereas the
LNAT is required by top universities for Law in the UK, the most prominent law firms do not unequivocally
use such methods. Hence, it is entirely possible to avoid online tests entirely, but this means losing the
opportunity to apply to all the firms of your choosing. This article seeks to demystify online tests by introducing
two commonly used systems – the Watson Glaser critical thinking test and situational judgment tests (SJTs) –
and will include a summary of advice and resources. At the end, you will also find an interview with Clifford
Chance and Allen & Overy representatives explaining the rationale behind their usage of each type of test.
In general, tests are used for the purpose of screening out weak applicants to alleviate the large volume
that law firms receive. You may have encountered these already when applying to first-year insight
events, however tests are more often used for vacation scheme and training contract applications. Fitting
in after the written form but before the first interview, tests are a hurdle to overcome before gradate
recruitment representatives start reading the written application. Depending on the firm’s policy,
the test score will not always feature again later on in the overall assessment of the candidate once
they have ‘passed’ this stage. In answer to the question of ‘why?’, firms use testing invariably because
they believe candidates who do well are more likely to succeed in training and beyond – as they are
able to exhibit the verbal reasoning, critical judgment and/or interpersonal skills that the firm seeks.
The Watson Glaser Critical Thinking Test
Used by: Baker McKenzie, Clifford Chance, Dentons, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, Hogan Lovells,
Linklaters, Weil Gotshal & Manges
Format:
The Watson Glaser is a standardised text-based multiple-choice test (ie. there is only 1 right answer out
of the ones given). It is often, but not always, timed and lasts just under 40 minutes, with around 40
questions to complete. It is separated into 5 sections, each of which assesses different critical thinking
skills according to the ‘RED model’ of recognising assumptions, evaluating arguments, and drawing
conclusions. Thus, each section contains around 8 questions, as well as a couple of pages beforehand
explaining how they should be answered, illustrated by sample questions that do not count as part
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3. Deductions
Provided information: premises which are taken to be true
Proposal: a conclusion drawn from the premises
Answer choices: conclusion follows; conclusion does not follow
4. Interpretation
Provided information: short paragraph which is taken to be true
Proposal: a conclusion drawn from the information
Answer choices: conclusion follows; conclusion does not follow
5. Evaluation of arguments
Question: a yes/no question, reminiscent of a motion for debate
Proposal: an answer (yes/no) and an argument in favour of the side taken
Answer choices: strong argument; weak argument
Advice:
Arguably the biggest obstacle of the Watson Glaser test is having to initially familiarise yourself with the
interface and the types of questions asked. However, there are multitudes of resources available online to
aid this understanding, and once you have practised enough, the standard nature of the test means that you
no longer have to get accustomed to it for a second time. Firms that use online tests will often make available short practices in advance. Additionally, the Careers Service is extremely helpful: you could schedule
an appointment to discuss preparation tactics, read through the briefings and links on the Careers Service
portal (eg. https://www.careers.ox.ac.uk/psychometric-tests/), and best of all, email to ask for a login to the
university’s JobTestPrep subscription (which offers practices and study guides for all kinds of careers testing).
Furthermore, it is useful to do your own research and draw from multiple sources of information to find the best
advice that works for your way of thinking; while practising, notice and jot down the style of questions that trip
you up most often. For each of the 5 sections, the test looks for specific determinations to be made, and recognising these will be crucial. For example, common sense may be used in the Inference section to decide between
whether an inference is ‘probably’ or ‘definitely’ true/false, whereas the other sections ask candidates to answer
solely based on the information given. Similarly, although having only two options, Interpretation is about
whether the conclusion follows ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’ even if not rendered certain based on the facts. In
Recognising Assumptions, it is helpful to ask yourself what you take for granted to be true in order to make the
statement given. A cursory understanding of logic (where PPE students would shine) is extremely helpful when
assessing the validity of Deductions. Finally, it is advisable to make a list of criteria for a ‘strong’ argument when
approaching the Evaluating Arguments section: relevance to the question posed, having supporting evidence etc.
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Situational Judgment Tests

percentage of applications to progress to the next stage, as we receive an extremely high number each cycle.

Used by: Allen & Overy, Herbert Smith Freehills, Linklaters, Mayer Brown, Simmons & Simmons

2. How can a candidate prepare for this test, aside from doing practice questions?

Format:
Situational judgment tests are much more personal, and aim to assess a candidate’s own approach
to challenges that legal trainees may encounter on the daily. These might include scheduling conflicts,
prioritisation of various workstreams, and managing relationships with clients/superiors/peers.
Tests are administered in many different forms and vary from firm to firm, as they are tailored to
assess candidates for particular traits that would make a presentable and personable member of the
firm. Usually, the test will include three components: the scenario, your response, and a personality
self-assessment. Again, how these are put across on the interface depends on the particular firm.

Other than practice tests, there isn’t much else that a candidate can do. We advise that students familiarise
themselves with the style of questions, complete the test at a time of day during which they work best and will
not be interrupted, and work through the test as quickly as possible while being conscious of time – it is better
to get through more questions than spend too long pondering a “reach” question.

1. Scenario
This depicts the hypothetical situation that you are responding to, and may offer information such as your
job description, the people you are working with, your relationship with them etc. which are all relevant
considerations when you answer the question posed thereafter. Some firms will use video media to show
real-time conversations with co-workers; other firms prefer a text-based approach, such as excerpts from
websites and email correspondence to mimic a project in progress.
2. Response
Next, the test will ask for your judgment of the situation at hand. This may be assessed using a multiplechoice question, however commonly a ‘ranking’ method is preferred. Questions will require you to rank
around 5 possible responses on different metrics, including what you would most to least likely do, the most
to least effective response, or your strongest to weakest feelings about a situation.
3. Personality self-assessment
Rarely will firms administer personality tests – however there may be components of the SJT requiring
a self-assessment of your approach to work and interpersonal relationships. This may take the form of
ranking descriptions of yourself from most to least applicable, or look like a sliding bar asking you to decide
where you stand between two extremes.
Advice:
Unfortunately, there is really no right answer in SJTs. However, it is possible to gain a clearer understanding
of the character traits and work ethic that would fit in well at your firm of choice, which may give you an
advantage over other candidates when you put yourself in the shoes of a potential trainee. This entails
research into the firm’s culture and defining characteristics by reading their website – which might even
detail the exact attributes that their SJT tests for – or speaking to current employees for their personal insight.
Although unlike the Watson Glaser, SJTs lack standardisation which makes practising for each test more
difficult, firms may offer resources to give you a glimpse of what the interface looks like and allow you to mentally
prepare in advance. It is, after all, in the very nature of this test to challenge candidates to think on their feet, use
intuition, and respond in a way that highlights their personality. Notably, situations will force test-takers to make
balanced judgments between opposing principles to see where they stand: eg. choosing between exhibiting
confident Leadership versus being willing to defer to others’ expertise and compromise during Teamwork.
After going through the two systems of online testing in law firm applications, you might be interested in
what graduate recruitment representatives had to say about the purpose and overall importance of such tests:

3. How important is this test with respect to the other elements of an application?
For us it is a very important part of the process because we do not read applications from candidates who have
not reached the required minimum mark. Once a candidate has passed this element of the process, we never
refer to the test score thereafter – we do not give priority to those who score higher on the test, and we do not
provide the test score to interviewers.
Allen & Overy (Emma Barker) – Situational Judgment Test
1. Why is Allen & Overy using a situational judgment test?
Most graduate employers receive a large volume of applications and as such need to find ways to test
candidates to screen out and select the best students. In 2018 we decided to revamp our selection process
and launched our “Lawyer of the Future Project”. The project defined the skills and qualities which we are
looking for in our future lawyers, in line with the ever changing legal world and integration of technology. We
partnered with an organisation of specialist occupational psychologists who helped us design an immersive
and engaging yet challenging recruitment process. This has increased our confidence in our hiring decisions,
strengthened our brand, and provided a superior candidate experience.
2. What attributes does the situational judgment test aim to assess?
The SJT does not measure a single attribute, but instead measures your judgments across a range of scenarios
which cover our “Lawyer of the Future” framework - the details can be found on our website (https://www.
aograduate.com/what-we-look).
3. How can a candidate prepare for this test?
To prepare for the test, first of all prospective candidates can familiarise themselves with our practice question
(https://www.youtube.com/embed/lEXKuJiW28I?autoplay=1). We would also encourage you to sample
other SJT practice questions which are available online, and can help you get used to the format and style
of questions. It is also important to ensure that your environment is ideal for comfort and concentration; we
advise students to seat themselves in a quiet area without distractions for the duration of the test.
4. How important is this test with respect to the other elements of an application?
The SJT forms the first part of our assessment process. In order to progress to the next stage you need to pass
the SJT, therefore we do encourage prospective applicants to take the test seriously and mentally prepare in
advance for the challenge. [•]

Clifford Chance (Jackie Trench) – Watson Glaser Test
1. Why is Clifford Chance using the Watson Glaser test?
We use it for two reasons. First, it is a good predictor for future performance based on the data we have
collected since using the Watson Glaser as a pilot. Second, it therefore becomes a good way to select a certain
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ESSAY COMPETITION:
WINNER
Bethan Savage, Brasenose College
Essay Question: Is it possible to completely digitalise litigation? If yes, is it desirable to?
The digitalisation of litigation is not a new topic. Particularly since the Woolf reforms of 1999, litigation
has been semi-digitised in the UK, with simpler disputes or case-management hearings filtered out
before they reach an in-person trial, and resolved over phone or videolink. Of course, as with many
current legal issues, the urgency of further digitisation has been fuelled by the worldwide coronavirus
outbreak. It has shut courtrooms and made returning to “business as usual” an impossibility for some
years to come. Courts around the world are facing pressure to digitise quicker and more fully than ever
before, in order to allow litigation to continue throughout the pandemic. But it is a deeply divisive topic.
Complete digitalisation of litigation is, to some, an inevitability; to others, an outcome to avoid at all costs.
There are several complicating factors which make this a nuanced topic. First is the wide range of subjectmatter when it comes to litigation claims. Legal issues on trial range from commercial to family, to maritime
law and beyond. Equally, there is an incredible diversity of litigants: from global businesses engaging teams
of corporate lawyers; to individual plaintiffs representing themselves, and everything in between. This widens
the interests to be considered when discussing whether digital litigation is practical (or desirable). Second,
litigation is only one form of dispute resolution. It exists alongside a complex web of alternatives like
arbitration or mediation. The digitalisation of litigation cannot disrupt the balance and interrelationships
between these different methods of resolving disputes. Third, although digitalisation of litigation has been “on
the agenda” for decades, we must not ignore the present circumstances which make some kind of modification
more pressing. It is entirely possible that digital litigation might be, although undesirable, necessary under
current circumstances, with a view to adopting a more nuanced position in a post-pandemic future.
National Bank of Kazakhstan, and what fully-digitalised litigation could look like
Importantly, certain parts of our legal system are already digitalised. Remote hearings can currently take
place via phone or video link. Telephone hearings are used for straightforward cases. Video conferencing is
preferred when proceedings are complex or require witnesses, such as in trials or appeals. Yet lawyers have been
widely regarded as lacking enthusiasm for these forms of litigation. They are largely confined to simple and
straightforward cases. Contrast the historical underuse of digital litigation with the following recent statistic:
UK Government data estimated that 4 days after lockdown, 70% of all court and tribunal hearings in England
and Wales (that went ahead) involved audio or video technology. 5 weeks later, this had risen to 90% . The
mechanisms already in place to allow digitisation in simpler cases were finally finding widespread use.
But beyond the infrastructure that was already in place, thanks to ground-breaking adaptability of the courts,
solicitors, advocates, and the clients in National Bank of Kazakhstan v The Bank of New York Mellon [2020] ,
last month fully digitalised litigation was made a reality. More impressively, it was widely regarded as a success.
The trial proceeded on a fully remote basis via video link. It was a three-party action, involving crossexamination of internationally located witnesses. The trial bundle was made available electronically as 32
separate PDF documents . Proceedings were live-streamed on the Commercial Court’s YouTube channel, to
comply with public access to justice. Suffice to say, it was not an easy trial to be the first one to be fully digitised.
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But the courts proceeded with a high level of positivity: “The court has to be optimistic rather than hesitant. It is
a duty of all the parties to seek to cooperate, to ensure that a remote hearing is possible. “ said Judge Nigel Teare.
This is an example of what digitised litigation looks like at the highest level of complexity. The practicalities will
undeniably undergo a process of refinement, but the concept of full digitisation, as tested in this context, appears
to have worked.
Principal practical difficulties
Here is where the first major issue comes into play. Members of the Kazakhstan National Bank are grossly
unrepresentative of the full spectrum of litigants who come to court. In National Bank, access to stable internet
connections, modern electronic devices, and the time to set aside in a quiet space was not an obvious issue for
the bankers, businessmen, city solicitors, and QCs involved. The first hurdle to any form of digitalised justice is
a lack of digital literacy, from which a higher proportion of old or less wealthy claimants suffer . The diversity
of claimant involved in civil proceedings could mean that a one-size-fits-all digitised trial is unworkable, without
serious investment (both in terms of money and time) to support litigants who might suffer from genuine difficulties
either when it comes to technological literacy, or lack of resources required for an online trial, including - of
course - difficult to quantify resources such as time and space. Practical hurdles - especially of this latter kind pose a serious threat to the credibility of rolling out digitised litigation among proceedings in every kind of civil
court.
This is not to say, however, that practical difficulties are insurmountable. There is the possibility that a prolonged
effort to increase resources and support available to litigants could help promote digitised litigation as a default
choice. But, in the meantime, it is not only desirable that we allow these cases to be postponed, but essential. We
must safeguard litigants to whom justice would not be done, were they forced to navigate a digital trial.
Substantive difficulties and making online litigation attractive
Even if rolling out digitised litigation were currently practical, there may be reasons why such a rollout is not
desirable. Countries which have enacted lockdown measures are just beginning to collate feedback from litigants
and advocates about the benefits and drawbacks of online trials, and such feedback is already decidedly mixed
. There is undoubtedly trepidation in the air about whether digital trials can provide litigants with substantively
just outcomes - and it is as yet unclear how much of this fear is justified.
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It is interesting to note that National Bank of Kazakhstan went ahead after the trial judge refused to grant
the defendants’ application to adjourn because of the ongoing COVID-19 health crisis. Furthermore, in
April, a ruling by Mr John Kimbell, Blackfriars Ltd, Re has been widely interpreted to mean that remote
trials in civil matters are now the default position . In both cases, defendants have been forced against their
will into remote proceedings. Such reluctance regarding digitalised litigation might seriously be regarded
as a threat to the future of virtual trials. This is because of the second complexity of digital litigation: the
fact that litigation exists within a web of other dispute resolution mechanisms including ADR, arbitration
and mediation. Imagining a post-pandemic future where litigation is - by default - digitised, yet other forms
of dispute resolution are not, would-be litigants might prefer not to litigate in order to access a face-to-face
solution. The satisfaction of the parties in a dispute is of paramount importance. When a dispute reaches
the point of going to court, there is usually a lot at stake. Potential litigants need confidence in the process
in which they are about to partake. If confidence is lacking, as it appears to be, would-be litigants flocking
elsewhere could overwhelm alternate methods of pursuing a remedy, to the detriment of the courts.
Why might confidence be lacking? Would confidence increase over time, or is there a systemic flaw in
digital litigation? There are undoubtedly practical difficulties, as already identified. But there are also
questions about whether appearing via video link undermines some of the important reasons for faceto-face interactions in a trial. Videolink trials do not facilitate the client-lawyer interactions common in
the “courtroom” itself. There have been reports of barristers being told to turn off their video feeds, or
members of the public being denied the right to join the virtual trial . This can seriously undermine the trust
of litigants that they are receiving a fair hearing and have access to real justice. If a case is international,
time zones could even complicate finding time outside of the courtroom for lawyer-client communication.
Similarly, videolink trials strip out vast amounts of face-to-face interaction between lawyers, litigants, and
other interested parties at a trial. This limits the litigants’ ability to see how likely settlement could be.
The legitimacy of these complaints is, however, unconvincing. This kind of criticism can be addressed as
best practice for digital trials evolves, simply by creation and standardisation of digital trial procedure, or
factoring in more time for lawyer-client discussion.
There are also arguments that run the opposite way, and highlight the parts of online litigation which can
improve access to justice. For example, the basic premise of litigation is that the party with the stronger legal
argument wins. One could argue that rhetorical prowess or the winning personality of an advocate plays a
lesser role when the judge experiences it through a screen. Equally, written submissions based in strict legal
argumentation may be more important. From this perspective, online litigation allows the strength of a legal
argument to speak for itself. The digitisation of notorious court bundles has also garnered praise. Gone is
the minutes-long pause whilst litigants search for “page 705d, subsection iv, line 5”. Instead, the relevant
passage can instantaneously be shared to every laptop screen, perhaps even with a key section already
highlighted.
However, beyond misgivings which are circumventable and certain (imitable) advantages of digital
litigation, there are more profound difficulties with full digitisation in certain situations. One of those is with
litigants-in-person (litigants who represent themselves with no lawyer), who (at a disadvantage already, not
being acquainted with court procedure) can find proceedings move too fast to understand. Whereas their
confusion may have been picked up non-verbally in a courtroom, this becomes much harder digitally. This
kind of problem is especially prevalent in family and employment law cases. Speaking to the BBC Radio 4
programme “Law in Action”, an anonymous litigant-in-person spoke of her confusion at being part of a
digital court case where her job was on the line. “I wasn’t given a chance to explain... I didn’t understand
the words... there was a pause where I was told it was my turn to speak, I tried to explain... to which I was
told quite sternly “Do not interrupt me.”... I felt stupid and very upset”.

credibility of a witness is key to a case. Even when credibility is not a central issue, in courts such as the family
court where the behaviour of witnesses is under a microscope, litigants should not be disadvantaged by a slow
connection which could lead to them coming across as standoffish, or a low-resolution webcam, which prevents
the judge from seeing the minutiae of their facial expressions. In both of the above cases, face-to-face litigation
can act as an equaliser, where one’s wealth as well as access to non-pecuniary resources, is less likely to be a casewinning advantage.
Digital litigation in the current COVID-19 pandemic and beyond
The COVID-19 pandemic has been an underlying theme throughout the current discussion of the digitisation of
litigation. Indeed, coronavirus has helped to bring many of the previously discussed issues to light. In countries
such as Italy, the general judicial strategy to cope with the shut-down seems to be to postpone the vast majority
of cases . However, as the scientific community better understands the virus, it looks increasingly unlikely that
litigation can “return to normal” in a matter of months. The alternative is a wait of 2-3 years, which is clearly
not practical for most litigants. It can be especially problematic in the case of litigation in employment or
immigration tribunals, or family courts, where litigants are fighting for some of their most fundamental rights. On
the flip side, there are, of course, situations where pure pragmatism should not win out. It would be undesirable
for litigants to get an unjust verdict for their case because it was considered pragmatic to have a remote hearing
where one wouldn’t previously have been held.
In any event, the enthusiasm of the UK courts to use digital trials for pandemic-related reasons is not likely
to end any time soon. As the disease spreads, and likely starts affecting other countries all around the globe,
international trials will have to deal with the effect of lockdown or movement-prohibitive laws in other countries.
This could isolate key witnesses, leading to a renewed necessity to turn to digital solutions. Litigation digitised out
of necessity will continue to exist for many years into the future.
Conclusion
Many lawyers follow the following line of thinking: “if we can get online trials working now, why shouldn’t
we continue to use them later?”. The answer should, of course, be rooted in the aforementioned substantive
deficiencies of digital trials. Specifically, the situations where they may be a threat to a fair and just outcome:
where witness testimony is likely to make a substantial difference to the outcome, or where there is substantial
inequality of parties which is likely to be exacerbated by a “digital divide” where one party is in possession of
considerably more resources which will allow them to better adapt to and thrive in a wholly digitised environment.
There are also several lessons we can learn about using digital litigation to expedite uncomplicated trials, and
there are transferable ways to enhance access to justice. Certain aspects of digital litigation are not only practical
but desirable best practice for the future. [•]

On another episode of the programme, immigration barrister Colin Yeo highlighted another issue with
digital litigation: “for a proper contentious hearing where evidence is to be taken… where somebody is
to be cross-examined, they don’t work very well at all, because the witness seems very remote from the
proceedings: it’s quite hard to read their body language, it’s hard to see that they are understanding what
is going on.”. Relying on a digital trial is especially problematic, if not downright unsuitable when the
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ESSAY COMPETITION:
RUNNER-UP
Lucy Foulkes, Lady Margaret Hall
Essay Question: Is it possible to completely digitalise litigation? If yes, is it desirable to?
Introduction
In an age of Internet, where an increasing amount of activity within society is conducted online, the traditional
setting within which litigation takes place may appear outdated. Online retailers, such as eBay and Amazon,
have mediated between disputing parties online since their launch, and many recent developments suggest that
the courts are moving toward a similar approach. The extent to which litigation has already been digitalised is
demonstrated by the creation of the Online Court, as recommended by Lord Briggs, as a means of delivering
civil justice digitally, settling claims up to £25,000. Furthermore, as a response to the coronavirus outbreak,
hearings have been continued remotely, through telephone and video call.
These examples demonstrate that the digitalisation of litigation to some extent is possible. In this essay, I will
firstly consider whether it is practically possible for this to go further, amounting to the complete digitalisation
of litigation. Secondly, I will consider the more important question as to whether it is possible to deliver
justice if litigation was completely digitalised. Lastly, I will consider the advantages and disadvantages of
the digitalisation of litigation and whether the trend towards the complete digitalisation of litigation should
continue.
Part I: Is it practically possible to completely digitalise litigation?
There are three practical obstacles to the complete digitalisation of litigation. Firstly, if litigation was completely
digitalised, the only parties who could litigate would be those who were digitally literate and those who had
access to a computer. Therefore, if an individual wanted to bring a claim against somebody who was neither
digitally literate nor had access to a computer, it would be impossible for the parties to litigate; the parties could
not be brought together and the purpose of litigation would be unachievable.
However, trends suggest that digital literacy and access to computers is increasing, with the lowest levels in
the elderly population. Therefore, demonstrating that most people will eventually be digitally literate and
have access to a computer. Though, a significant number of people may not be digitally literate because they
were not afforded to the educational opportunity to be so. Additionally, some people may not have access to a
computer due to their socio-economic background.
So, for the complete digitalisation of litigation to be practically possible, action has to be taken to ensure that
all individuals can litigate. To achieve this, a system of digital litigation which is user-friendly, simply designed
and manageable should be developed. Essentially, breaking down the process and guiding users throughout.
Supplementing this, in person, practical help and support, as well as computer facilities, should be made
available.
The second practical obstacle to the complete digitalisation of litigation is that such an initiative would require
judicial retraining. Judges would require retraining because mediating between disputing parties digitally
would demand different skills as compared to those demanded when proceedings are conducted in person. For
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example, judges would need to be able to digitally
handle documents, navigate the system of digital
litigation and deliver judgements digitally. The need
for retraining is a practical obstacle because litigation
cannot be digitalised until these skills have been
acquired by the judiciary, otherwise, cases would be
left unresolved and the judiciary would not be able to
function.
However, this practical obstacle is not insurmountable.
It could be overcome by gradually introducing the
system of digitalised litigation until it is complete,
minimising the impact on the functioning of the
judiciary. Furthermore, a simply designed system of
digital litigation would make the transition easier and
less dramatic.
Lastly, completely digitalising litigation is likely to be a
costly endeavour, weighing heavily on the public purse.
However, whether this obstacle can be overcome
would depend upon whether sufficient funding was
directed toward the project. Therefore, so long as the government see value in the project, and deem it worthy
of funding, this obstacle could be overcome, and the complete digitalisation of litigation practically possible.
Altogether, I have reviewed the three main practical obstacles to the complete digitalisation of litigation and
demonstrated that they can be overcome, therefore, the complete digitalisation of litigation is practically
possible.
Part II: Is it possible to deliver justice if litigation was completely digitalised?
Next, to further explore the question as to whether it is possible to completely digitalise litigation, I will consider
the question as to whether it is possible to deliver justice if litigation was completely digitalised. Two arguments
have been made against this.
Firstly, it is argued that the court cannot uphold the principle of open justice if litigation was completely
digitalised. This is because historically, the principle of open justice has been guaranteed by making hearings
public i.e. enabling the public to physically enter the court and observe hearings. When the principle of open
justice is not adhered to, judges cannot be scrutinised and therefore, cannot be held to account, as articulated
by the well-known dictum, ‘not only must justice be done, it must be seen to be done’.
However, it is not necessarily the case that the complete digitalisation of litigation would make hearings private.
Modern technology can effectively virtually invite the public to hearings by uploading all court proceedings
onto an online platform viewable by the public for free. Thus, maintaining the same degree of visibility of
court proceedings.
Secondly, it is argued that the complete digitalisation of litigation will prevent justice from being delivered
because not all cases are suited to being held online. For example, cases which rely heavily on the credibility of
witnesses. This is because if testimonies were given through a web-cam in the witness’ home, or another setting
of their choice, a witness could be subject to external influences affecting their testimony in a calculated way.
Additionally, because the court is a controlled environment, the factors which are not relevant to the assessment
of a witness’ credibility are removed from consideration by the judge or jury. However, if a testimony was given
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online, through a webcam in the witness’ home or elsewhere, irrelevant factors, such as the setting, camera
angle, video quality or lighting may bias the judge’s or jury’s assessment of credibility. This would be an
injustice because these factors have no bearing on a witness’ ability to competently give evidence. Furthermore,
this could impact the finding of an individual’s innocence or guilt, and therefore, undermine their right to a
fair trial.
Overall, it is demonstrated that it is not possible to completely digitalise litigation without undermining justice.
Justice cannot be delivered online in every single case and it would be at its greatest risk in cases which rely
heavily on the credibility of witnesses.
Part III: Is the digitalisation of litigation desirable?
As said in the above, the complete digitalisation of litigation would undermine justice. Therefore, the
digitalisation of litigation to a full extent would be undesirable for this reason. However, the digitalisation of
litigation to some extent is desirable for many reasons outlined below.
Firstly, digitalising litigation to some extent is desirable because it can improve access to justice by making
it is easier for litigants to represent themselves. The workings of a courtroom are indecipherable to all but
legal professionals. On the other hand, a new online system of litigation, which is thoughtfully designed in
order to guide parties through the process, is more likely to enable litigants to represent themselves. Indeed,
when ordinary individuals and small businesses bring a case, the legal costs and risks incurred are often
disproportionate to the value of the risk, disincentivising litigation. Furthermore, enabling litigants to represent
themselves is desirable in the current legal climate within which cuts to legal aid are ever increasing.
Additionally, enabling litigants to represent themselves is economically desirable because the provision of legal
aid would not have to be as extensive. The digitalisation of litigation is also economically desirable because
the operational costs of the court are reduced. For example, the task of making and maintaining paper court
bundles is time-consuming and incurs the risk of losing documents. Conversely, digital bundles can be updated,
repaginated and dispersed safely in a matter of minutes.
Moreover, the digitalisation of litigation can promote the principle of open justice to a greater extent than the
traditional setting within which litigation takes place. If court proceedings were made available for viewing
from an online platform, those who previously could not attend court proceedings are empowered to do
so virtually. A physical disability or childcare commitments may have made it impossible for individuals to
attend court proceedings but now, these individuals can attend from home. Furthermore, the digitalisation
of litigation should make it easier to collate information on the volume of cases, their subject matter
and cost. This data could be used to enhance our understanding of the legal system, offering greater
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transparency as compared to what is offered through the traditional setting within which litigation takes place.
It may be argued that the digitalisation of litigation is undesirable because the public opinion is against it.
This could be argued on two grounds. Firstly, the public opinion may be against the digitalisation of litigation
because this could lead to the physical closure of courts, which are symbolic representations of justice. From
this, it could be argued that, since the courts are symbolic representations of justice, their closure could erode
the importance of the principle of justice itself.
Secondly, the public opinion may be against the digitalisation of litigation because the face to face setting
within which litigation has traditionally taken place is much valued. Andrew Langdon QC in late 2016, in
his inaugural speech as Chairman of the Bar of England and Wales, made this argument: “The humanity
of physical presence is, I suggest, an important component in the delivery of justice … Being in the physical
presence of a witness or a jury or a defendant or a judge or your lawyers … isn’t that fundamental to our innate
sense of how justice should be delivered? … Justice has a human face, and it’s not a face on a screen.”
While it is valuable to litigate face to face, and to engage in other types of activities face to face, remote modes
of communication have been increasingly coming into use. This trend has accelerated due to the coronavirus
outbreak which has shifted many aspects of day to day life onto a digital platform. Thus, the shift towards the
digitalisation of litigation would not be deemed as such a departure from the cultural norm and the public
would be more adaptive to such a change as compared to before the outbreak.
Conclusion
While completely digitalising litigation appears to be practically possible, justice would be undermined if it was
as not all cases are suited to being held online. Since the function of the court is to adjudicate legal disputes
between parties and carry out the administration of justice in accordance with the rule of law, the complete
digitalisation is not possible unless the court departed from its function.
However, this is not to say that the digitalisation of litigation to some extent is not desirable. In fact, the
digitalisation of litigation can drastically improve access to justice and open justice, alongside this, digitalising
litigation can be economically beneficial. Furthermore, while in the past the public opinion may have
been against such a development, society has become gradually more inclined to adopt remote modes of
communication as a substitute for communicating in person, and this is true to an even greater extent in the
current climate which favours remote modes of communication due to the outbreak of coronavirus. [•]
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LAW IN THE COVID-19 ERA:
COMMERCIAL ROULETTE?
Cameron MacDonald (Brasenose) sketches out his impressions of the implications that covid-19 will have on the law
firm, both in the immediate and long-term aftermath.
Covid-19 has upturned the global landscape, from healthcare to jobs, and not one sector has been exempted
from impact. This includes law firms: over three-quarters of small law firms fear collapse in the next six
months, and even the largest of firms do not have the financial reserves to survive a sustained drop in
client work. However, Magic Circle profits are up on the last financial year in spite of the early impact of
Covid-19, which begs the question as to whether some firms will be impacted at all.
The theoretical issue for the legal services industry stems from its reliance on other industries for its income,
meaning that in the event of a Covid-19 induced recession, firms specialising in mergers, acquisitions and
corporate transactions will see a seriously reduced workload as the global economy lacks the confidence to
invest. In the UK, this has translated to 40% of commercial solicitors reporting that they have had reduced
workloads since the start of the pandemic.
These reduced workloads have seen a number of top firms slash partner payouts, reduce NQ salaries or
delay start dates for new trainees. In most cases this will see lawyers get off lightly: Slaughter & May NQs
will now see reduced remuneration of £87,000, which remains very healthy, whilst DLA Piper has offered
new trainees £10,000 to delay their start date. However, with even the most prestigious firms appearing to
struggle, the next twelve months will be crucial.
The majority of academics and economists seem convinced that the UK economy will ‘bounce back’ from
the Covid-19 recession far quicker than any other, and if this is the case, it seems unlikely that firms will
seek to reduce trainee intakes in the future, as workloads and revenues should swiftly pick up. Those firms
who offer a full-service should be able to resist any fall in revenues by moving staff from departments that
have suffered to those that have increased workloads, such as litigation or restructuring. When workloads
inevitably return to normal, the most versatile and flexible firms will have escaped unscathed, but for those
firms with specific sector specialisms, lasting damage might have been caused.
Also unclear, fairly disturbingly for future trainees, is whether Covid-19 will lead to permanent changes to
recruitment and training. Many firms are likely reconsidering not only whether they can afford to offer the
same training packages, but also how these opportunities should be adapted to present challenges. Clifford
Chance has already scrapped their UK vacation scheme in favour of open-access virtual internships, which
have proved a popular substitute for physical schemes this year. The firm’s Head of Graduate Talent, Laura
Yeates, has said that running an online internship will allow CC to welcome the most international and
socio-economically diverse group of participants ever. If other firms follow suit, the era of the first-year and
vacation scheme might soon be a distant memory, with online schemes able to engage a much wider range
of individuals.
The coming months will no doubt play host to a number of conversations about lasting changes to the
legal sector. Whilst the immediate concern is one of cash-flow and finances, it is likely that many firms will
follow in the footsteps of Clifford Chance and modernise their recruitment opportunities to stand up to the
unique challenges of the present and future. If they do, students will also have to re-skill to ensure that they
can meet the requirements of versatility and resilience, and stand out in what is already one of the toughest
sectors to enter. [•]
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